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I am Robert Strand, Executive Director of the Center for Responsible Business and faculty member at the
University of California, Berkeley.

I also hold the title of Associate Professor of Leadership and

Sustainability with the Copenhagen Business School in Denmark.
The 20th century was defined in large part by the ideological battle between American capitalism and Soviet
communism. The 21st century will be defined by whether American capitalism sufficiently meets our
collective needs and tackles our greatest challenges including climate change, growing inequalities, decent
work for all, and threats to our democratic institutions. The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
succinctly articulate these needs and challenges 1. The success of American capitalism in the 21st century
will be measured against the Sustainable Development Goals.
With this in mind, I deeply welcome the recent restatement on the purpose of the corporation by the Business
Roundtable to embrace a stakeholder view of the firm 2. This represents a pragmatic step to improve
American capitalism3 4 as a stakeholder view increases our likelihood to successfully achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals.

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment. See also Appendix A.
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A stakeholder view states that the purpose of a firm is to provide value to its stakeholders. It represents a
stark shift from the previous stated purpose known as “shareholder primacy” long promoted by the American
economist Milton Friedman that prescribes a lone corporate purpose to maximize profits 5.
Dr. Friedman was a central figure in the ideological battle between American capitalism and Soviet
communism 6. For Freidman, anything other than a free market response was the enemy and profitmaximizing firms were central to Friedman’s view of free markets. Friedman contended anyone suggesting
firms have a responsibility beyond profit maximization – such as avoiding pollution or addressing
discrimination – were “preaching pure and unadulterated socialism.” 7 That use of the word ‘socialism’ is a
Cold War ideological relic – it served its purpose then but I cringe at its use today. The Business Roundtable’s
restatement helps move us past these tired ideological debates.
I now turn attention to the smart policy and corporate governance structures necessary to best ensure the
Business Roundtable’s words are turned into durable action supportive of the stakeholder view.
B Corps (i.e. Benefit Corporations) presents great promise. In 2012, when Patagonia became the first
California company to sign up for B Corp certification, its founder Yvon Chouinard stated that B Corps
created the necessary legal framework through which Patagonia could remain committed to a stakeholder
view even through changes in ownership 8 9. B Corps has yet to be widely tested in the domain of public
corporations where I also look to examples from elsewhere in the world for institutionalizing a stakeholder
approach en masse.
Chiefly, I look to the Nordic countries comprised of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden given
the Nordics are originators of the stakeholder view of the firm10 11 and have developed a variety of corporate
governance structures that support the stakeholder view. This includes the Danish industrial foundation
model 12. Leading Danish firms like Carlsberg and Novo Nordisk are public corporations whose majority of
voting rights are held in perpetuity by an associated industrial foundation. This enables the company’s
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management to embrace a long-term perspective supportive of the stakeholder view. The 1969 Foundation
Law prevents such a structure in the U.S. We may want to revisit this.
A stakeholder view also comes with challenges. Patagonia is widely heralded as a responsible company in
part because it provides a key stakeholder - its employees - with benefits like fully paid parental leaves, access
to quality childcare, paid medical leaves, and sufficient healthcare coverage. I applaud Patagonia as such
offerings are widely recognized as beneficial to society but I have significant concerns for a capitalistic
system that pushes such responsibilities into the domain of business.

This is inefficient and can

unintentionally exasperate inequalities. Furthermore, it redirects the precious resources of small and medium
sized companies who may not be able to satisfy these demands.

My experiences in the Nordics have

convinced me there is a much more efficient and equitable way to handle these things 13 14 15. I believe small
business could be the champion of pragmatic explorations to consider what might work better in an American
context.
In closing, I would like to point out that small business is the most trusted institution in the U.S.

. I am
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deeply concerned about mounting populist attacks on the concept capitalism. But I am equally concerned
about inaction on the part of our business and political leaders to go about the pragmatic work of improving
our version of American capitalism so it best meets our needs and tackles our greatest challenges. As
representatives of the most trusted institution in the U.S., this congressional committee has the opportunity,
and dare I say responsibility, to assume a leadership role to usher in a new era of American capitalism in
which the stakeholder view is mainstreamed and the challenges represented by the Sustainable Development
Goals are met.
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Appendix A: UN Sustainable Development Goals

